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FADE IN:

EXT. HIGHWAY IN THE WILDERNESS - DAY

A lonely, winding semi-paved road, punctuated with potholes.
Weeds grow up through the cracks, indicating sparse use.

A grove of trees, recently stripped bare by fire, stand
ominously to the right. 

An abandoned, dilapidated farmhouse to the left.

As the sun, partially obscured by menacing clouds, inches
toward the horizon...

...an older model Jeep Wrangler motors INTO FRAME and down
the road. Three passengers can be faintly seen from behind.

As the vehicle disappears over a hill...

INT. JEEP - DAY

...the view of the road ahead is now seen THROUGH THE
WINDSHIELD of the Jeep. In the distance, a sign can be seen
blocking the road.

The Jeep slows as it approaches. The sign's message can now
be read:

"Bridge out. Road closed."

The vehicle crawls to a halt, a stone's throw from the sign.

JAKE ROSS, 28, lean, wiry, turns to his right and sighs.

JAKE
Now what?

TORI ROBERTS, 22, blonde spit-fire, turns to him, smirking.

TORI
We walk.

Jake stares briefly at Tori, then shakes his head. He pulls
the Jeep to the side of the road, then exits the vehicle. He
pulls two bulging duffel bags out of the back seat, as...

...the cameraman, SAM TYSON - large, grizzled, 35ish -
removes his camera and gear from behind him.
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As Jake straps on his homemade crossbow and a quiver of
wooden stake-like arrows, Tori takes notice.

TORI
You really need all that stuff?

Jake nods as he slings one duffel bag over his shoulder.

JAKE
Been my experience - dealing with
the undead - better to have too
much than not enough.

Jake grabs the other bag, winding its strap over his other
shoulder, and heads away from the Jeep and toward Tori, who
stands with Sam on the other side of the vehicle.

The two come face-to-face. Jake scans Tori top to bottom.

JAKE (CONT’D)
You sure you wanna do this?

Tori sneers as if to be offended.

INT. BAR - DAY [FLASHBACK]

Jake is sitting on a bar stool, hunched over the bar
counter, drowning his sorrows. Tori cozies up to him on the
stool next to him.

TORI (V.O.)
Did you forget our little chat in
the bar? You told me what you were
looking for. I provided it, on one
condition - that I come with you. 

END FLASHBACK.

EXT. NEAR THE JEEP - DAY

Tori, hands on hips, shows no fear.

TORI
So ya, I want...need...to do this.

Jake shakes his head and sighs again.

JAKE
No shame in turnin' back. I don't
think you grasp just how dangerous
this is.
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Tori smiles slyly at Jake.

TORI
Oh, I've got a pretty good idea.

Jake eyes Tori inquisitively, as if about to ask her
something, but she beats him to the punch.

TORI (CONT’D)
So we goin' or what?

Jake glances at Sam, who stands stoically, like a soldier
waiting for orders, then turns his attention back to Tori.

JAKE
Lead the way.

After a quick grin of satisfaction, Tori turns around and
heads toward the burned out trees. Sam and Jake follow.

After a few yards, Jake quickens his pace so as to be side
by side with Tori, then speaks to her under his breath.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Your cameraman's awful quiet.
What's his story?

Tori glances back at Sam and, noting that he is far enough
behind them, answers in a hushed voice.

TORI
Had some kind o' trauma as a kid...
he's autistic, but a savant when it
comes to camera work.

JAKE
Is he a mute?

TORI
Oh no, he can speak. Just chooses
not to, I guess.

Tori glances back at Sam briefly, then continues.

TORI (CONT’D)
If all goes well, we both get what
we want, and Sam captures it all.

Jake stares curiously at Tori

JAKE
And just what is it you want?
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Tori grins devilishly at Jake but says nothing as she
quickens her pace.

EXT. THE GROVE OF DEAD TREES - DAY

The three have arrived at the grove of dead trees. They
continue their journey, looking around with a sense of
eeriness as they proceed.

JAKE
Well, this is just...creepy.

TORI 
I suppose.

Tori stops and addresses Jake solemnly.

TORI (CONT’D)
Gotta say, though, if you're
unnerved by a bunch trees, not sure
you're ready to meet a vampire.

Jake, having also stopped, turns and retorts confidently as
he points to his quiver.

JAKE
Oh, I'm plenty ready. Are you?

Tori smiles slyly.

TORI 
Guess we'll find out soon enough.

She now addresses both Jake and Sam, pointing ahead.

TORI (CONT’D)
There's an old cemetery in a valley
just beyond this grove. That is our
destination.

Tori turns and begins walking in that direction. Sam and
Jake exchange inquisitive glances, then quicken their pace
to catch up. After a few moments, Jake queries Tori.

JAKE
So how do you know about this
place?

They continue walking. After a brief silence, Tori responds.
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TORI
You're not the first person to come
to me with tales of vampires.

START FLASHBACK:

EXT. FRONT PORCH OF A HOUSE - DAY

Tori sits in a chair, taking notes and recording with her
smart phone as a woman in a rocking chair relates her story.

TORI (V.O.)
I've checked out the stories...and
the story tellers. 

INT. TORI'S TV STATION OFFICE - NIGHT

Tori sits at her office desk. Folders are stacked on the
desktop's periphery. Holding a compass in one hand and a
magnifying lens in the other, she examines an old survey
map.

TORI (CONT’D) (V.O.)
Did my research. Triangulated the
locations of the alleged events.

END FLASHBACK.

EXT. THE EDGE OF THE DEAD TREE GROVE - DAY

Tori stops - as do the other two - addressing them somberly.

TORI (CONT’D)
If there's a vampire to be found
'round these parts...

(pointing)
...that's where he'd be.

Having just exited the tree grove, the three now stand on
the rim of the valley, gazing down into it. Tori is pointing
at the cemetery, which can be faintly seen in the distance.

Tori initiates the final leg of the trek, carefully
traversing the down hill slope. Jake and Sam follow, being
careful not to lose their gear. 
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BEGIN MONTAGE:

EXT. THE VALLEY - DAY

- Jake helps Tori down a rather steep part of the slope.

- Sam trips on a rock and loses his footing but Jake breaks
his fall and Tori saves the camera.

- The three finally make it to the bottom of the valley.

END MONTAGE.

EXT. VALLEY - DAY

The three find some rather large rocks and, after
unstrapping and setting down the gear, rest upon them.

Jake unzips a duffel bag and pulls out three bottles of
water, tossing one to Sam and then one to Tori.

They both nod in appreciation, unscrew the caps, and drink.
Tori finishes her guzzle, wipes her mouth, and breaks the
silence.

TORI
So what prompted all this, Jake?
Why are you so hell-bent on killing
this vampire?

Jake stares grimly, first at Tori, then at Sam, then back to
Tori. He exhales deeply, then responds.

JAKE
Guess I owe you that much, given
what you've done for me so far.

BEGIN FLASHBACK:

INT. JAKE'S BEDROOM/HALLWAY/STAIRS - NIGHT - 15 YEARS AGO

A younger Jake is sitting on the floor, in front of a TV,
playing a video game on his X-box.

JAKE (V.O.)
I was 13. Playing Call of Duty on
my X-box in my room upstairs in our
house. I heard my mom call me for
dinner...
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A woman's voice can be faintly heard shouting up to Jake.

JAKE (CONT’D) (V.O.)
I ignored it. Kept on playing.
Suddenly, I heard a crash...

The sound of a window smashing, then the same woman's voice,
but much louder - a blood-curdling scream - then another.

JAKE (CONT’D) (V.O.)
...then terrifying screams coming
from downstairs. I rushed out of my
room and down the staircase. 

INT. DOWNSTAIRS HALLWAYS - NIGHT

Jake is now at the foot of the stairs creeping toward the
kitchen.

JAKE (CONT’D) (V.O.)
I crept toward the kitchen. There
was silence at first. I called out
meekly:

JAKE
Mom? Dad?

JAKE (CONT’D) (V.O.)
There was no answer. Just then
something flashed out of my
sister's room and headed down the
hallway toward the front door. I
rushed to see who or what it was. 

Jake hustles to end of the hallway, turns, and looks toward
the front door.

JAKE (CONT’D) (V.O.)
I saw my sister, Tanya, looking
back at me, smiling, as she was
whisked out the front door.

Jake rushes to the front door, opens it...

EXT. ROSS FRONT YARD - NIGHT

...and scurries outside. He looks all around but sees no
trace of his sister or the entity that absconded with her.
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JAKE (CONT’D) (V.O.)
I sprinted to the front door,
yanked it open, and rushed outside.
I searched in every direction. My
sister was gone.

END FLASHBACK. 

EXT. VALLEY - DAY

Sam appears oblivious but Tori, obviously enthralled by the
tale, leans forward, asking curiously:

TORI
So you never got a good look at the
kidnapper?

JAKE
No.

TORI
Then how do you know it was a
vampire?

INT. ROSS HOUSE - KITCHEN - NIGHT [FLASHBACK]

Jake's parents lie on the floor, bloodied and battered.
Mother is dead; father barely clinging to life. 

Jake enters the kitchen, out of breath, showing signs of
being in shock.

JAKE (CONT’D) (V.O.)
I hoofed it back into the kitchen.
There was blood everywhere. I knelt
down beside my mother, weeping. She
was already gone. Then I heard him.

FATHER
(feebly)

Son...

Jake turns to see his father weakly motion to him to come.
He does so, kneeling beside his father holding his hand.

JAKE (CONT’D) (V.O.)
My dad called me to his side. I'll
never forget his last words...

FATHER
I...should have...told you...
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JAKE
Told me what, dad? Told me what?

His father reaches up with his other hand, grasping Jake's
shirt, pulling him closer.

FATHER
Find...your sister. Save her...

JAKE
Save her? From who? From what?

His father swallows hard, then utters one last word...

FATHER
Vampire...

And with, Jake's father expires, letting loose of Jake,
going limp, slumping to the floor. Jake collapses, hugging
his father, head on his chest, wailing.

JAKE
No...no...no-o-o-o!

END FLASHBACK. 

EXT. VALLEY - DAY

Jake sighs deeply, wiping a tear from his eye.

JAKE
And that's how I know.

Sam seems unaffected by the story, his blank stare a
testament to this, but...

...Tori leans back, sporting a satisfying smirk, as if
blanks of her own life had been filled in.

TORI
That's quite a tale, Jake Ross.

(beat)
What say we find us a vampire.

Jake glances up at the Sun while nodding, then returns his
attention to Tori.

JAKE
We best hurry. Haven't much time.
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With a setting sun as a backdrop, the three stand up, gather
their gear, and head toward the cemetery.

EXT. CEMETERY - DAY

A very old graveyard in disrepair: 

Tall grass and weeds obscure all but the tallest of
headstones and monuments, all of which show signs of erosion
and neglect.

PANNING to one end of the graveyard reveals a mausoleum:

A gothic structure, it's stones are greatly weathered and
covered with moss; some have crumbled to the ground. In its
midst, a large, ornate iron door, rusty but still intact.

Meanwhile, at the end of the cemetery opposite from the
mausoleum, the threesome have arrived.

As Sam prepares his camera, Jakes scans the cemetery for
clues; he is chilled by its haunting bleakness. 

JAKE
Something about this place...

(beat)
How old are these graves?

Jake and Tori turn toward each other as she responds.

TORI
Mid 1800s - the Civil War era.

(beat)
Come. I have something to show you.

Tori leads the threesome to a monument - as Sam films - and,
though the etchings are considerably worn, a first and last
name can be discerned...

...Franklin Ross!

JAKE
Franklin Ross!? What the f--...
that's my dad's name! Is this...?

As Jake eyes Tori incredulously, she interrupts.

TORI
...a relative? Yes.

Jake's expression and fidgeting indicate his mind is racing.
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JAKE
But who? I mean, how is he related?
And how did you know he was here?

Tori smiles devilishly.

TORI
All in good time.

(beat)
Follow me.

Tori turns and heads toward the mausoleum. Though Sam
immediately follows Tori...

...Jake stands there stunned, staring first at Tori, then
the monument. He discerns a date - 1864. As he reaches out
to touch the stone, he hears...

TORI (O.C.)
Jake!!

Jake comes out of his stupor and turns toward Tori.

TORI 
Come! Time is of the essence!

Her forceful command implores Jake to obey. He hustles to
the other two, duffle bags jostling around his shoulders.
They now stand in front of the door.

Tori turns to Jake; her tone is grave.

TORI (CONT’D)
What you seek lies beyond this
door.

Jake immediately steps to the door. He turns the doorknob
and pulls hard, but the door won't open. He then shoulders
into the door with great force but it doesn't bulge.

JAKE
Locked. I should have guessed.

Jake turns to Tori, trying to hide his exasperation.

JAKE (CONT’D)
No worries. Not my first rodeo.

Jake steps back, squats down, unzips one of his duffle bags,
and begins fishing around in it.
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As he does, the tinkling noise of a key turning in a lock is
heard, followed by the sound of a deadbolt retracting.

As Jack removes a hack saw and a crowbar from the bag...

...a door can be heard slowly creaking open. Jake, still
squatting, turns to see the door already open... 

...with Tori dangling a skeleton key and chain from her
finger, complete with Cheshire cat grin.

TORI
Nor mine.

Jake sighs, dropping his tools back in the bag. He stands,
hands on hips, eying Tori incredulously.

JAKE
You wanna tell me how you just
happen to have a key to that door?

Tori, still smiling, ignores Jake and turns to Sam.

TORI 
Ready?

Sam positions his camera on his shoulder and nods. Tori
turns to Jake.

TORI (CONT’D)
Shall we?

EXT. MAUSOLEUM - DAY

Tori turns and waltzes through the open door, disappearing
into the shadows.

Jake shakes his head, bends down and grabs his bags, and
heads for the door, shouting to Tori...

JAKE
That tombstone...this key...there'd
better be a killer explanation for
all this.

INT. MAUSOLEUM - DAY/NIGHT

Sporting a devilish grin, Tori stands at the head of a steep
stairway, descending into the crypt's lower level. 
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Momentarily, Jake arrives, followed closely by Sam, who is
getting it all on film. Tori cocks her head toward Jake.

TORI (CONT’D)
I promise not to disappoint.

Tori leads the threesome down the stairs. They step
carefully, brushing away cobwebs as they descend.

They arrive at the bottom and gaze upon...

...a hexagon chamber with dusty stone walls. Two small
window near the top: one lets a singular ray of light pass
into the room, illuminating it in a surreal way.

In the middle of the plain dirt floor on a short stone
pedestal lies a large, ornate, pristine wooden coffin.

...which Jake notices as he comments.

JAKE
Damn. Just like in the movies.

Tori turns to Jake, inquiring matter-of-factly.

TORI
So what's the plan?

As Jake responds, he snatches a wooden stake arrow from his
quiver and displays it.

JAKE
Open casket. Kill vampire...
with this.

TORI
(nodding)

Good plan. Simple, but effective...
usually.

Jake has the same curious look again. As he queries...

JAKE
Usually?

...Tori makes her way to the coffin. Once by its side, she
turns and faces Jake, sounding a tad impatient.

TORI
We gonna do this or what?

Jake nods, setting down his duffle bags. He approaches Tori.
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JAKE
You pry up the coffin lid; I'll do
the dirty work.

Tori nods, then looks to Sam.

TORI
You gettin' all this? You hear me
ok?

Sam gives a thumbs up as he continues to film. 

AS VIEWED THROUGH THE POV OF SAM'S CAMERA...

...Tori then kneels to one side of the head of the coffin. 

Jake, standing by her side, readies his crossbow, aiming it
where he expects the chest of his target to be.

Jake nods at Tori. She nods back and, with a grunt...

...PUSHES up on the lid with all her might. As it OPENS...

...Jake, standing READY to FIRE, lets the crossbow ease to
his side, as he disappointedly views inside the coffin.

JAKE
What the hell? It's empty!

Jake droops his head as he shakes it in disbelief, then
notices the sunlight still streaming into the room, though
much fainter than before. He turns to Tori.

JAKE (CONT’D)
We still have sunlight!

He stares down and points at the empty coffin.

JAKE (CONT’D)
He should be right here.

He then turns back to Tori, fit to be tied, but before he
can comment further, Tori speaks up calmly.

TORI
Perhaps it's not his coffin.

Jake is visibly upset, raising his voice.

JAKE
Ok, then whose coffin is this?
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That sinister grin returns as Tori hesitates for a moment,
then answers with devilish delight.

TORI
Yours.

Jake is taken aback as he responds with confusion and angst.

JAKE
What...what are you taking about?

(beat)
If this is your idea of a joke...
so not funny.

Tori says nothing but continues her steely stare at Jake.

JAKE (CONT’D)
You're not joking.

Just then, the last sliver of sunlight disappears.

Tori suddenly reaches for the heavens, stretching out her
fingers, INHALING deeply. 

Her skin begins to glisten as she circles her arms slowly
around to her sides. She then lowers her head...

...EXHALES, and SIGHS euphorically, as if to have just
completed a blissful role in the hay.

Her head then rises slowly and she eyes Jake as if to be a
predator and he the prey.

Jake's eyes widen and his jaw drops.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Holy shit.

(beat)
Ok, that explanation you promised?
Now would be a good time.

Tori, sporting a sinister smile, inches closer as she
responds.

TORI
You still don't recognize me, 
do you...

(beat)
...brother.

Jake, still wide-eyed, gives his head a shake...

JAKE
Brother?
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...then leans toward Tori, staring at her intently.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Tanya?

Tori lifts up the sleeve of her blouse, revealing, on the
right shoulder, a tattoo, which a relieved Jake recognizes.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Tanya!

As a smiling Jake strides toward his sister, Tori THRUSTS
out her arm, extending it, palm toward Jake.

A WAVE of ENERGY bursts forth from the creature...

...SNARING Jake, and SLAMMING him against the back wall. He
SLIDES down the wall, COLLAPSING in a heap, UNCONSCIOUS.

Viewing all this in the background is Sam, who shows emotion
for the first time - TERROR, which is etched on his face.

Having already lowered the camera, he sets it down quickly
and makes a BEELINE for the crypt entrance, which Tori sees.

Again, arm extended, palm out, she focuses her energy on Sam
as she speaks with authority.

TORI
And just where do you think you're
going?

Sam is immediately FROZEN in place. He slowly turns around
to face Tori, his zombie-like expression indicating he is
under her spell.

TORI (CONT’D)
Back to one, Sam. You've got a job
to do.

Sam walks, trance-like, back to his camera, picks it up, and
points it at her. She continues as he dons his headphones.

TORI (CONT’D)
My master requires proof of his
adversary's demise...and proof he
shall have.

Just then, Jake regains consciousness. Shaking off the
cobwebs, he looks around and spies the crossbow nearby.
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As Tori turns her attention to him and approaches, Jake
dives to the crossbow, snatches it up, spins around, and 
coming to one knee, points it at her.

JAKE
Not one step closer.

Tori/Tanya stops and smiles.

TORI/TANYA
Or what? You'll kill your sister?

Jake keeps the crossbow trained on Tanya but twitches
nervously. Doubt creeps into in voice.

JAKE
Please don't make me do this,
Tanya. I'm begging you.

Tanya reflects momentarily, then answers.

TANYA
If you kill me, you'll never know
the truth...about me...about dad...

JAKE
(interrupting)

What about him?

Tanya meanders as she speaks, ending up back at the coffin.

TANYA
The monument I showed you in the
graveyard? Why do you suppose it
bears the name of our father?

The tone in which Jake answers bears out his frustration.

JAKE
Really not in the mood for twenty
questions so how about you just
tell me.

As Jake stands, Tori sits at the edge of the coffin.

TANYA
Very well. That is - well, was -
our father's grave.

Stunned Jake replies with disbelief.

JAKE
That can't be. That stone is over
100 years old!
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TANYA
153 to be precise.

(beat)
You see, dear brother, I'm not this
family's first vampire.

BEGIN FLASHBACK:

EXT. BATTLEFIELD - DAY

Franklin Ross, in a Confederate uniform, hides behind a tree
as bullets fly past him. Two other soldiers lay around him,
already dead.

TANYA (V.O.)
Franklin Ross served proudly in the
Confederate army during the Civil
War. One fateful date in May of
1864, his unit got ambushed by a
Union garrison.

Franklin steps out from behind the tree and takes a bullet
to the chest. He drops to the ground and tries to pull
himself back behind the tree, but collapses.

TANYA (CONT’D)(V.O.)
Franklin took a bullet to the
chest, fell unconscious, and was
left for dead.

EXT. BATTLEFIELD - NIGHT

Vampires swarm the same battlefield, where the soldiers who
died in battle have been left, consuming their blood.

TANYA (CONT’D)(V.O.)
When the sun goes down, my kind
come out...to feed. We prefer the
blood of the living, but that of
the recently deceased will suffice.

The "master" vampire - AS SEEN FROM HIS POV - comes upon
Franklin, who is lying face up, barely clinging to life.

TANYA (CONT’D)(V.O.)
Our father was found by my master,
who gave him a choice: die...or
live forever.
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Franklin's face, aghast with horror at first, calms as he
makes the decision. He lifts his head and nods slightly.

TANYA (CONT’D)(V.O.)
Franklin chose the latter.

Franklin's face refills with trepidation, his eyes widening,
as the vampire moves in for the kill.

END FLASHBACK. 

INT. MAUSOLEUM - NIGHT

Tanya continues to spin her tale to a dumbfounded Jake, Sam
shooting it all, still under Tanya's spell.

TANYA 
For 100 years, our father did my
master's bidding...consuming the
blood of the living...swelling the
ranks of the undead.

INT. VAMPIRE LAIR - NIGHT [FLASHBACK]

Franklin, almost unrecognizable as one of the undead, stands
before the UNSEEN master vampire.

TANYA (V.O.)
But he grew weary of immortality,
or rather, what was required to
maintain it. He came to my master,
begging to be human again.

Franklin gets on his knees and folds his hands, staring at
his master earnestly.

TANYA (CONT’D)(V.O.)
His wish was granted, but on one
condition...

Franklin's posture relaxes. He lowers his head, cracking a
slight smile of relief, until...

TANYA (CONT’D)(V.O.)
He relinquish the souls of his
first born son and daughter.

Franklin's eyes widen, his mouth agape, as he stares up at
his master. 
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Then, resigned to the condition, he reluctantly nods, then
hangs his head in shame.

END FLASHBACK. 

INT. MAUSOLEUM - NIGHT

Jake shakes his head in disbelief, unwilling to accept this.

JAKE
Father would never do such a thing!

TANYA
Oh, but he did, dear brother.

(beat)
Keep in mind that we had yet to be
born...and father had no intention
of honoring his oath.

Tanya gets up and meanders again as she queries.

TANYA (CONT’D)
Why do you think we moved around so
often as kids?

Jake is flummoxed at first, then responds hesitantly.

JAKE
I just figured it was to find work
for him...and treatment for you.

Tanya chuckles as begins her response, but ends with a
solemn stare at Jake.

TANYA
Ah, Jake. Your naivete is amusing.

(beat)
It was to keep us from being found.

As Jake blinks and turns his head slightly to and fro, it is
obvious that the "wheels are turning." Tanya continues.

TANYA (CONT’D)
My master sensed this but bided his
time, waiting for Franklin to lower
his guard, once he thought we were
finally safe.

(beat)
And that's when he struck!
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BEGIN FLASHBACK

INT. ROSS HOUSE - KITCHEN - NIGHT

A view of the floor of the Ross kitchen. 

Suddenly, a crash is heard, like a window shattering,
followed by a woman's blood-curdling scream.

A SLASHING sound, as if made by claws, followed by a
BLOODIED man - Franklin - falling INTO FRAME with a THUD.

Then another such scream, cut short by a GURGLING and
another body - the wife - falls INTO FRAME, holding her
throat, blood SPURTING in all directions.

TANYA (V.O.)
My master smashed through the
window and made quick work of our
parents.

TANYA'S BEDROOM

Tanya lies in her bed under her covers, not moving, save for
her eyes darting between the direction of the kitchen and
her bedroom door.

TANYA (CONT’D)(V.O.)
Then he came to my bedroom...and
our eyes met.

AS SEEN FROM THE VAMPIRE'S POV, Tonya relaxes, almost
smiling. She pulls back the sheets and extends her left arm
toward the vampire. 

TANYA (CONT’D)(V.O.)
He sensed I was unique...special.
Having no fear, I reached my arm
out and he took my hand in his.

As Tanya and the vampire grasp hands, Tanya momentarily
shutters and shakes as if receiving an electrical shock.

TANYA (CONT’D)(V.O.)
Energy surged through my body. I
suddenly felt more alive than I
ever had.

Tanya, sits up, then stands up and exits the bedroom with
the vampire.
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TANYA (CONT’D)(V.O.)
I sat up in bed...then stood up...
and walked...out of my room...

Tanya and the vampire whisk down the hall - past Jake.

TANYA (CONT’D)(V.O.)
...and then out of the house...with
him...willingly.

As Jake rounds the corner, he sees Tanya smile back at him
as she and the vampire disappear out the front door.

END FLASHBACK

INT. MAUSOLEUM - NIGHT

Jake keeps Tanya at a distance with his crossbow as he
angrily spouts off at what he has heard.

JAKE
But that monster murdered Mom and
Dad!

Tanya hesitates for a moment, then responds.

TANYA
Mother's death was...unfortunate...
but father? Well, he committed the
cardinal sin. And the penalty for
such insurrection...is death.

Jake droops his head for a moment. As he begins to shed a
tear, Jake jerks his head back up and re-trains his crossbow
on Tanya, who has taken a step toward him but stops.

JAKE
Why, Tanya? How could you do this?

Tanya's expression turns sour as she lays into Jake.

TANYA
You don't know what it's like to be
in constant agony! To be so anemic,
so weak, that you can do nothing
for yourself!

Tanya slumps to the edge of the coffin, head down.

TANYA (CONT’D)
I just wanted to be free of the
pain...to die. 
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She then looks up at Jake, that steely stare returning.

TANYA (CONT’D)
But he gave me a reason to live.

Tanya stands and eyes Jake with disdain.

TANYA (CONT’D)
And now Jake Ross, it is your turn
to suffer.

Scowling, Tanya advances on Jake, who...

...FIRES the crossbow! The wooden stake arrow streams toward
its target, but just as it is about to strike...

...Tanya SNATCHES it out of the air, her cat-like reflexes
stopping the projectile millimeters from her chest!

She grins as she holds it up for a disheartened Jake to see,
then, with a mighty squeeze, breaks it in two, the pieces
falling harmlessly to the floor.

TANYA (CONT’D)
Did you honestly think you could
fell me so easily?

As Tanya RUSHES to Jake, he pulls a CRUCIFIX out from under
his shirt and holds it at arm's length in front of Tanya.

JAKE
You will come no closer!

She stops but does not recoil. Instead, she SWATS it out of
Jake's hand with a wicked backhand.

Tanya then clutches Jake by the throat with one hand,
lifting him off the floor, pressing him up against the wall.

TANYA
What's next? A clove of garlic?

(beat)
You still don't get it, brother.

Tanya lets Jake down and leans in so as to be nose to nose.

TANYA (CONT’D)
The blood that was my bane as one
of the living, when mixed with that
of my master, has made me more than
just undead. I have no need for a
coffin, nor do I fear the Sun.
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As Jake listens with contempt, he secretly attempts to grasp
a stake - tucked in his pants behind his back - with his
left hand.

TANYA (CONT’D)
My master and I will breed a race
of superior beings. We will rule
this wretched world, and humans
like you will be our slaves.

As Jake cries out with determination...

JAKE
Not if I can help it!

...he PLUNGES the stake into Tanya's mid-section, then
GRUNTS as he gives it an extra THRUST toward her heart.

Tanya SLAMS Jake against the back wall, then views his
handiwork, first with apprehension, then relief.

She slowly EXTRACTS the stake from her body and, seeing it
drenched in her blood, lifts her head, slyly eying Jake. 

As she approaches him, stake in hand, a disheartened Jake
tries one last appeal.

JAKE (CONT’D)
Tanya...please...I'm your brother
for Christ's sake...you don't have
to do this.

Tanya again latches on to Jake's throat with one hand,
pinning him against the wall, as she readies the other.

TANYA
It is precisely because you are my
brother that I must. It is the only
way...

Pain and panic pervade Jake's face as he tries to respond
but the grip on his throat is too tight.

TANYA (CONT’D)
...for Him to have both our souls.

Tanya smiles sinisterly as she SKEWERS Jake with the stake,
giving it an extra lunge as Jake SCREAMS in pain.

Tanya then DRAGS a flailing Jake over to the coffin and
FLINGS him inside it. 
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Jake, wide-eyed, spitting up blood, lays there, helpless, as
Tanya hovers over her victim.

TANYA (CONT’D)
This is your home now.

Tanya then turns to Sam, who has been filming it all.

TANYA (CONT’D)
We still rolling?

Sam gives a zombie-like nod.

Tanya takes a step toward and looks into the camera.

AS VIEWED THROUGH THE CAMERA:

TANYA
It is done, master. I remain your
faithful servant, Tanya Ross...
vampire hunter...hunter.

Tanya then turns her attention back to the coffin.

AS VIEWED FROM INSIDE THE COFFIN LOOKING UP:

Tanya hovers over the coffin, smiling, staring down at Jake,
who is unseen but can be heard panting and gurgling.

TANYA
Sweet dreams, brother.

(beat)
Welcome to immortality.

As she closes the coffin lid...

FADE TO BLACK.


